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This paper presents a system of argumentation whi h aptures the kind of reasoning possible in qualitative probabilisti networks,
in luding reasoning about expe ted utilities of a tions and the propagation of synergies between a tions. In these latter regards it is an extension of our previous work on systems of argumentation whi h reason
with qualitative probabilities.

Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

In the last few years there have been a number of attempts to build systems for
reasoning under un ertainty that are of a qualitative nature|that is they use
qualitative rather than numeri al values, dealing with on epts su h as in reases
in belief and the relative magnitude of values. Three main lasses of system an
be distinguished|systems of abstra tion, in nitesimal systems, and systems of
argumentation. In systems of abstra tion, the fo us is mainly on modelling how
the probabilities of hypotheses hange when eviden e is obtained. Su h systems
provide an abstra t version of probability theory, known as qualitative probabilisti networks (QPNs) [25℄, whi h is suÆ ient for planning [25℄, explanation
[5℄ and predi tion [18℄ tasks. In nitesimal systems deal with beliefs that are
very nearly 1 or 0, providing formalisms that handle order of magnitude probabilities. Su h systems may be used for diagnosis [4℄ and have been extended
with in nitesimal utilities to give omplete de ision theories [21, 26℄. Systems
of argumentation are based on the idea of onstru ting logi al arguments for
and against formulae. Su h systems of have been applied to problems su h as
diagnosis, proto ol management and risk assessment [11℄, as well as handling
in onsistent information [1℄, and providing a framework for default reasoning
[10, 16℄.
In a previous paper [17℄, we provided a hybridisation of the argumentation
and abstra tion approa hes by introdu ing a system alled the qualitative probabilisti reasoner (QPR) whi h onstru ted arguments about how probabilities
hange. In this paper we extend the kind of reasoning possible using QPR to
deal with information about hanges in utilities, thus providing a qualitative
utility reasoner QUR whi h provides an abstra tion of lassi al de ision making rather than just of probability theory and so aptures the kind of reasoning
possible in QPNs.

2

The logi al language

This se tion introdu es the language used by our system. We build on the language of QPR by introdu ing notions of utility, but to save spa e here we only
deal with non- ategori al hanges in value, simplify the language by not dealing with logi al onjun tion, restri t ourselves to ausally dire ted reasoning,
and ut the dis ussion of those features drawn from QPR. A fuller a ount is
ontained in [19℄.

2.1 Basi

on epts

We start with a set of atomi propositions L whi h in ludes the symbol V . We
v ; ; v g, and the following set of rules
also have a set of onne tives f:; !; ℄; !
for building the well-formed formulae (w s) of the language.

;;

1. If l 2 L then l is a well-formed simple formula (sw ).
2. If l is an sw , then :l is an sw .
3. If l and m are sw s, then l ! m is a well-formed impli ational formula
(iw ).
v V is a well-formed value formula (vw ).
4. If l is an sw , then l !
5. If l, m and n are sw s, then l ℄ m
n and l ℄ m v V are well-formed
synergisti formulae (yw s).

;

;

We denote the set of all sw s whi h an be de ned using L by S , while I ,
Y + and V denote the orresponding sets of iw s, yw s and vw s respe+ tively.
The set of all w s whi h an be de ned using L is W = S [ I [ Y [ V .
W may then be used to build up a database  where every item d 2  is a
triple (i : l : s) in whi h i is a token uniquely identifying the database item
(for onvenien e we will use the letter `i' as an anonymous identi er), l 2 W ,
and s gives information about the probability of l. In parti ular we take triples
(i : l : ") to denote the fa t that Pr(l) in reases (due to some pie e of eviden e),
and similar triples (i : l : #), to denote the fa t that Pr(l) de reases. Triples
(i : l : $) denote the fa t that Pr(l) is known to neither in rease nor de rease,
and triples (i : l : l) denote we don't know whether Pr(l) in reases or de reases.
It should be noted that the triple (i : l : ") indi ates that Pr(l) either goes up,
or does not hange|this in lusive interpretation of the notion of \in rease" is
taken from QPNs|and of ourse a similar proviso applies to (i : l : #).
L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

2.2 Non-material impli ation
Now, \!" does not represent material impli ation but a onne tion between the
probabilities of ante edent and onsequent. We take an iw , whi h we will also
all an \impli ation", to denote that the ante edent of the iw has a probabilisti
in uen e on the onsequent. Thus we are not on erned with the probability of
the iw , but what the w says about the probabilities of its ante edent and

onsequent. More pre isely we take the triple (i : a ! : +) to denote the fa t
that:
Pr( ja; X )  Pr( j:a; X )
(1)

for all X 2 fx; :xg for whi h there is a triple (i : X ! : s) (where s is any
sign) or (i : ! X : s). The e e t of the X in this inequality is to ensure
that the restri tion holds whatever is known about formulae other than and
a|whatever the probabilities of a and , the onstraint on the onditional probabilities holds. It is possible to think of this as meaning that there is a onstraint
on the probability distribution over the formulae and a su h that an in rease
in the probability of a entails an in rease in the probability of . The triples
(i : a ! : ) and (i : a ! : 0) denote that (1) holds with  repla ed by
 and = respe tively. We also have impli ations su h as (i : a ! : ?) whi h
denotes the fa t that the relationship between Pr( ja; X ) and Pr( j:a; X ) is not
known, so that if the probability of a in reases it is not possible to say how the
probability of will hange.
With this interpretation, impli ations orrespond to qualitative in uen es in
QPNs, and, as is the ase in all probabilisti networks, [20℄ are ausally dire ted
in the sense that the ante edent is a ause of the onsequent. This restri tion is
ne essary to ensure that QUR is sound, for the reasons dis ussed in [17℄.

2.3 Values

The proposition V denotes the same thing as the value node in an in uen e
diagram [13℄|that is the utility of the de ision maker. It an be used, just
like any other sw to form triples, and these denote a hange in utility. Thus
(i : V : ") means that utility in reases. QUR also makes use of triples based on
v V : +) is taken to mean:
vw s, and a vw (i : a !

U (a; X )  U (:a; X )

(2)

where, as before, X ranges a ross all other propositions whi h a e t V , in this
ase all other propositions whi h are ante edents of vw s. The meaning of the
triple, as given by (2), is that a positively in uen es utility. Similar triples with
sign and 0 denote that (2) holds with  repla ed by  and = respe tively, and
we use the sign ? to denote situations in whi h the relationship is not known.

2.4 Synergy
Being able to handle synergy relations is an important part of any qualitative
probabilisti system. A detailed dis ussion of synergy is beyond the s ope of
this paper1 , but, informally, there is synergy between two variables with respe t
to a third if a hange in the value of one of the rst two has an e e t on the
relationship between the se ond and the third. Thus, A and B have a synergisti
relationship with respe t to C , if an in rease in the probability of A hanges the
1

See [5, 6, 25℄ for detail on the subje t.

strength of the probabilisti in uen e between B and C . In our system synergies
are represented by formulae su h as a ℄ b
whi h represents the synergy
whi h exists between a and b with respe t to . Su h synergisti formulae form
the basis of triples su h as (i : a ℄ b
: +) in just the same way as simple
and impli ational formulae do, but with yet another denotation. In parti ular,
(i : a ℄ b
: +) denotes the fa t that:

;

Pr(

;

;

ja; b; X ) + Pr( j:a; :b; X )  Pr( j:a; b; X ) + Pr( ja; :b; X )

(3)

where as ever, X ranges a ross all other formulae su h that there are triples
(i : X ! : s) or (i : ! X : s). Similarly, (i : a℄b
: ) and (i : a℄b
: 0)
denote that (3) holds with  repla ed by  and = respe tively. As with the ase
of impli ations, synergies have sign ? when the relationship is not known. These
synergy expressions are [18, 25℄ pre isely the onditions ne essary and suÆ ient
to apture the fa t that a hange in Pr(a) has an e e t on the in uen e of Pr(b)
on Pr( ). It is perfe tly possible to have synergies with respe t to the value node
represented by triples su h as (i : a ℄ b v V : +). This latter denotes the fa t
that:
U (a; b; X ) + U (:a; :b; X )  U (:a; b; X ) + U (a; :b; X )
(4)
where X is as before. Similarly, (i : a ℄ b V : ) and (i : a ℄ b V : 0) denote
that (4) holds with  repla ed by  and = respe tively. Note that all synergies
are symmetri al, and that the synergies we deal with here are known as additive
synergies. In ontrast, QPR [17℄ deals only with produ t synergies.

;

;

;

;

3

;

The proof theory

The previous se tion introdu ed a language for des ribing probabilisti in uen es
between formulae. For this to be useful, we need to give a me hanism for taking
senten es in that language and using them to derive new senten es.

3.1 Arguments

We derive new senten es using the onsequen e relation `QU whi h is de ned
in Figure 1. The de nition is in terms of Gentzen-style proof rules where the
ante edents are written above the line and the onsequen e is written below.
The onsequen e relation operates on a database onsisting of the kind of triples
introdu ed in the previous se tion and derives arguments about formulae from
them. There are two types of argument2 :

De nition 1. An in uen e argument for a well-formed formula p from a database  is a triple S (p; G; s) su h that  `QU S (p; G; s)
The sign s of an in uen e argument denotes something about the hange in the
probability of p whi h an be inferred given the grounds G|the elements of the
database used in the derivation of p.
2

The use of S and Y to denote the di erent types is taken from [25℄.

S-rules
Ax1

 `QU S (St; fig; Sg) (i : St : Sg) 2 , St 2 S [ I [ V
(:St; G; Sg )
:-E ` `QUS (SSt;
G; neg(Sg))
QU
S (St; G; Sg)
:-I  ` `QU
QU S (:St; G; neg(Sg ))
Sg)  `QU S (St ! St ; G ; Sg )
!-E  `QUS`(St; G;
QU S (St ; G [ G ; impelim (Sg; Sg ))
L

0

0

0

0

L

L

0

0

Sg)  `QU S (St !v V; G ; Sg )
!v -E  `QUS`(St; G;
S (V; G [ G ; val (Sg; Sg ))
0

QU

0

0

0

prop

Y-rules
Ax2

 `QU Y ((St ; St; St ); fig; Sg) (i : St ℄ St
00

0

0

; St : Sg) 2 
00

v
 `QU Y ((V; St; St ); fig; Sg) (i : St ℄ St ; V : Sg) 2 
Y-I1  `QU S (St ! St ; G; Sg )  `QU Y ((St;St ; St ); G ; Sg )
 `QU Y ((St ; St ; St ); G [ G ; synprop (Sg;Sg ))
Y-I2  `QU S (St ! St ; G; Sg )  `QU Y ((St ; St ; St ); G ; Sg )
 `QU Y ((St ; St; St ); G [ G ; synprop (Sg;Sg ))
Y-I3  `QU S (St ! St ; G; Sg )  `QU Y ((St ; St ; St ); G ; Sg )
 `QU Y ((St ; St; St ); G [ G ; synprop (Sg;Sg ))
Ax3

0

0

0

00

0

00

000

0

00

000

0

00

000

0

0

Fig. 1.
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The onsequen e relation `QU

De nition 2. A synergy argument for a well-formed formula p from a database
 is a triple Y ((p; q; r); G; s) su h that  `QU Y ((p; q; r); G; s)

Su h an argument indi ates that q and r have a synergisti e e t on p. The
sign gives the synergy of q on the relation between r and p, or, equivalently, the
synergy of r on the relation between q and p.
To see how the idea of an argument ts in with the proof rules in Figure 1,
onsider the rules `Ax1', and `!-E'. The rst says that from a triple (i : l : s)
it is possible to build an argument for l whi h has sign s and a set of grounds
fig (the grounds thus identify whi h elements from the database are used in
the derivation). The rule is thus a kind of bootstrap me hanism to allow the
elements of the database to be turned into arguments to whi h other rules an

s

neg(s)

" $ # l
# $ " l

Fig. 2.
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The fun tions neg, impelim and valprop .

be applied. The se ond rule `!-E' an be thought of as analogous to modus
ponens. From an argument for a and an argument for a ! it is possible to
build an argument for on e the ne essary book-keeping with grounds and signs
has been arried out. The proof pro edure used here has an important di eren e
from other similar logi al proof systems whi h stems from the fa t that QUR is
dealing with probability values (albeit hanges in probability) rather than just
truth and falsity as is the ase in lassi al logi . In logi , on e there is a valid
proof for a formula, the formula is known to be true. Here we may have several
arguments whi h suggest di erent things about the probability of a formula and
it is ne essary to establish all the arguments and then ombine them.

3.2 Combination fun tions
In order to apply the proof rules to build arguments, it is ne essary to supply the
fun tions used in Figure 1 to ombine signs. Broadly speaking, all these fun tions
are exa tly those introdu ed by Wellman [25℄ for the analogous operations in
QPNs3 . The rules for handling negation are appli able only to sw s and permit
negation to be either introdu ed or eliminated by altering the sign, for example
allowing (i : :a : ") to be rewritten as (i : a : #). This leads to the de nition of
neg:

De nition 3. The fun tion neg :
spe i ed in Figure 2.

Sg 2 f"; $; #; lg 7! Sg 2 f"; $; #; lg is
0

To deal with impli ation we need the fun tion impelim to establish the sign of
formulae generated by the rule of inferen e !-E. This means that impelim is used
to ombine the hange in probability of a formula a, say, with the onstraint
that the probability of a imposes upon the probability of another formula .

De nition 4. The fun tion impelim : Sg 2
Sg 2 f"; $; #; lg is spe i ed in Figure 2.
00

f"; $; #; lg  Sg 2 f+; 0; ; ?g 7!
0

We also need the fun tion valprop whi h makes it possible to determine the
hanges in utility.

De nition 5. The fun tion valprop : Sg 2
Sg 2 f"; $; #; lg is spe i ed in Figure 2.
00

3

f"; $; #; lg  Sg 2 f+; 0; ; ?g 7!
0

The reason our notation di ers is to allow our system to be extended to handle
ategori al information exa tly as in [17℄.
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Synergy propagation synprop and attening fun tions atS and atY .

This fun tion is virtually identi al to impelim , di ering only in that it ombines a
hange in probability with a utility to give a hange in expe ted utility, whereas
impelim derives a hange in probability from a hange in probability and a relationship between probabilities. We also need the fun tion synprop in order to be
able to reason with synergies.

De nition 6. The fun tion synprop : Sg 2 f+; 0;
Sg 2 f+; 0; ; ?g is spe i ed in Figure 3.
00

; ?g  Sg 2 f+; 0; ; ?g 7!
0

These fun tions are suÆ ient to apply `QU to build both in uen e and synergy
arguments.

3.3 Flattening
In general it is possible to build several arguments for a single proposition. To
get rm on lusions we need to atten all the arguments for a proposition to
get a single sign whi h tells us the ombined hange in the probability of that
proposition. We an des ribe this in terms of a fun tion FlatS () whi h maps
from a set of in uen e arguments AS for a proposition St built from a parti ular
database  to the pair of that proposition and some overall measure of validity:
FlatS : AS 7!

S hSt; vi

where AS is the set of all in uen e arguments whi h are on erned with St, that
is:
AS = fS (St; Gi ; Sgi ) j  `QU S (St; Gi ; Sgi )g
and v is the result of a suitable ombination of the Sg that takes into a ount
the stru ture of the arguments. Sin e in the pre ise ase we are onsidering here,
the stru ture is unimportant (though in very similar ases it must be taken into
onsideration [17℄) we an ignore the grounds and de ne v as:

v=

atS (fSgi j (St; Gi ; Sgi ) 2 AS g)

where atS is as de ned in Figure 3. We an formalise a similar notion for synergy
arguments in terms of a fun tion FlatY () whi h maps from a set of synergy
arguments AY for a proposition St to the pair of that synergisti relationship
and some overall measure of validity:
FlatY : AY

7! Y h(St; St ; St ); vi
0

00

where AY is the set of all synergy arguments whi h give the synergisti e e t
of St and St on St:
0

00

AY = fY ((St; St ; St ); Gi ; Sgi ) j  `QU Y ((St; St ; St ); Gi ; Sgi)
or  `QU Y ((St; St ; St ); Gi ; Sgi )g
0

00

0

00

00

and v is de ned by:

v=

0

atY (fSgi j ((St; St0 ; St00 ); Gi ; Sgi ) 2 AY g)

where atY is given in Figure 3.

4

Soundness and Completeness

We an show that QUR is sound with respe t to de ision theory, and determine
bounds on what it an dedu e. First onsider soundness4 :

Theorem 1. The onstru tion and attening of in uen e and synergy arguments in QUR using `QU is sound with respe t to de ision theory.
To prove ompleteness, one rst needs to establish a proof pro edure. The proedure for omputing the e e t on some formula p is:
1. Add a triple (i : q : s) for every formula q whose hange in probability is
known.
2. Build AS , the set of all in uen e arguments for p.
3. Flatten this set to S hp; vS i.
4. Build AY , the set of all synergy arguments for p.
5. Flatten this set to Y hp; vY i.

This naturally ba kward haining pro edure an obviously be extended to ompute the e e t on a whole set of propositions. Now, we also need to de ne the
sense in whi h we onsider the system to be omplete.

De nition 7. A well-formed formula p is said to be a ause of a well-formed
formula q if and only if it is possible to identify an ordered set of iw s fp !
a1; a1 ! a2; : v: :; an ! qg. If q is the value proposition V , the nal member of
the set is an ! V .

In other words p is a ause of q if it is possible to build up a trail of ( ausally
dire ted) impli ations whi h link p to q . We have a similar notion for synergies:

De nition 8. A well-formed formula p is said to be a synergisti ause of a
well-formed formula q if there is a yw a ℄ b
su h that p is a ause of either
a or b and is a ause of q. vIf q is the value proposition V , then the yw in
question is of the form a ℄ b V .
4

;

;

All the proofs in this se tion are straightforward but lengthy, and so have been
omitted to save spa e. They may be found in [19℄ and are simple extensions of those
in [17℄.

De nition 9. A well-formed formula

q is said to be an e e t (respe tively a
p if and only if p is a ause (respe -

synergisti e e t) of a well-formed formula

tively a synergisti

ause) of q.

De nition 10. The onstru tion and attening of arguments is said to be ausally
omplete in some system of qualitative utility with respe t to some formula p if
it is possible to use that system to ompute the hanges in probability of all the
e e ts of p.
Given these de nitions we an prove that
sense:

QUR is

omplete in the following

Theorem 2. The onstru tion and attening of in uen e arguments in QUR
using `QU is ausally omplete with respe t to any simple well-formed formula.
We also need to deal with synergy arguments. For them we need the following
notion of ompleteness:

De nition 11. The onstru tion and attening of arguments is said to be synergisti ally ausally omplete in some system of qualitative utility with respe t

to some formula p if it is possible to use that system to ompute the synergies
involving p and all its synergisti e e ts.
Given this we an show that:

Theorem 3. The onstru tion and attening of synergy arguments in QUR
using `QU is synergisti ally ausally omplete with respe t to any simple wellformed formula.
Note that ompleteness is de ned only in terms of sw s. This restri tion is
onsidered in detail in [19℄.

5

Example

This se tion presents a short example of the kind of reasoning possible in QUR.
Sin e the example is one used in [25℄, it also helps to informally demonstrate the
fa t that QUR aptures the kind of reasoning possible in QPNs.
The example on erns the de isions made about digitalis therapy, and omes
initially from [22℄. An in reased dosage of digitalis (dig ) has a negative e e t
on ondu tion ( on ) (r1) and a positive e e t on automati ity (aut ) (r2). A
negative e e t on ondu tion is the aim of the therapy sin e the ondu tion has
a positive e e t on heart rate (hr ) (r3) and a redu tion in heart rate is what is
required (r4). Automati ity has a positive e e t on ventri ular brillation (vf )
(r5), a life threatening state (r6). High al ium levels (Ca ) also have a positive
e e t on automati ity (r7). In reasing the digitalis dose makes automati ity
more sensitive to al ium level (r8), and an in reased heart rate means that

ventri ular brillation has a more severe e e t on the patient's well-being. This
information an be expressed as:

v V : ) (r7 : Ca ! aut : +)
(r1 : dig ! on : ) (r4 : hr !
(r2 : dig ! aut : +) (r5 : aut ! vf : +) (r8 : dig ℄ Ca aut : +)
v V : ) (r9 : hr ℄ vf v V : +)
(r3 : on ! hr : +) (r6 : vf !

;
;

1

Adding (f 1 : dig ; "), indi ating in reased digitalis dosage, to this database, we
an build the in uen e arguments:

S (V; fr1; r3; r4g; ")
S (V; fr2; r5; r6g; #)
These indi ate, respe tively, that there are reasons to both think that overall
utility will in rease and that it will de rease. These atten to give S hV; li indiating, exa tly as with the equivalent QPN, that there is no on lusive argument.
We an also build two synergy arguments onne ting dig and Ca with V :

Y ((V; Ca ; dig ); fr8; r5; r6g; )
Y ((V; dig ; Ca ); fr9; r5; r7; r3; r1g; )
atten to give Y h(V; dig ; Ca ); i, indi ating that digitalis dosage and

These
alium level have a negative synergisti e e t on overall utility. Thus in reasing
digitalis dosage redu es the e e t that an in rease in al ium level has on utility.

6

Dis ussion

The system introdu ed in this paper has its roots in Wellman's QPNs [25℄,
the rst attempt to build a qualitative de ision theory, and draws its notion of
\qualitative" from QPNs. This is a notion lose to that in qualitative physi s [14℄
where the basi abstra tion is that whi h distinguishes between positive, negative
and zero quantities and the derivatives of those quantities. The main fo us in
both QPNs and QUR is on the way in whi h values hange with eviden e.
These two fa tors, the extreme abstra tion and the on entration on hange,
distinguishes both QUR and QPNs from other qualitative systems.
As mentioned in the introdu tion, there have been a number of attempts to
devise qualitative de ision theories where \qualitative" is taken to means some
form of relative order of magnitude based upon in nitesimal quantities. The
rst su h e ort was that of Pearl [21℄ whi h abstra ted utility values in this
way (earlier work, su h as that of Darwi he [3℄ and Goldszmidt [12℄ had dealt
with probabilities of this form). In doing this, Pearl thus provided an order of
magnitude version of lassi al de ision theory. This was then extended by Tan
[23, 24℄ to deal with onditional preferen es, so that it is possible to base de isions
on statements like \if is preferred to ". Around the same time Wilson [26℄
provided an alternative way to formulate Pearl's original qualitative version of
lassi al de ision theory, and more re ently Lehmann [15℄ has made a similar

proposal. The strand of this work whi h is most similar to ours is that of Bonet
and Ge ner [2℄, who also keep tra k of the reasons behind the de ision, in terms
of the information used to rea h it.
The use of a di erent notion of \qualitative" is that investigated by Dubois,
Prade and olleagues [7{9℄. Their system has a possibilisti rather than a probabilisti semanti s and is qualitative in the sense that only the ordinal rank of
quantities is important. It should be noted, however, that the values they use
are not in nitesimal (though one ould build an in nitesimal version of their
theory), and so an be onsidered more expressive than those of Pearl et al. It
should also be noted that while, as des ribed here, our system has a probabilisti
semanti s, we an give it alternative semanti s, as dis ussed in [19℄.

7

Summary

This paper has extended our previous work on proof theoreti approa hes to
qualitative probabilisti reasoning [17℄ in two important ways. First this paper
has extended it to deal with statements of utility, making it possible to reason
about hanges in expe ted utility as well as about hanges in probabilities. This
is an important step in developing a qualitative de ision theory. Se ond, this
paper has dealt with the on ept of additive synergy, whi h is important in
determining dominating de ision options [25℄.
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